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Why did Apple need a new OS?
Back in 1984, you could fit your entire System, your applications (that is, MacWrite and MacPaint) and 
your documents on one single disk. At that time, the OS did not include any support for networking or 
the Internet. You could open only one application at a time. There were no such things as QuickTime and 
PostScript. The only storage peripheral you could connect to your Mac was an external floppy drive.

Clearly, the latest version of Mac OS 9 has come a very long way from these days. For starters, the System 
Folder alone now occupies more that 150 MB. We now have USB, FireWire, and Ethernet. Floppy disks 
have vanished. But the evidence of those System 1.0 roots is still there.

More and more, it became clear that continuing to improve an OS that was tied to the priorities of two 
decades ago would require significant compromises. Updates of the OS too often depended on patches 
and add-ons that were not dependable. The original Mac OS was never intended to work in today’s 
interconnected, multimedia-rich world. Trying to add essential new features while maintaining backward 
compatibility with previous OS versions was becoming close to impossible. What Apple needed was a 
clean start.

Mac OS X is that clean start.
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A brief history 1
Mac OS X has a bit of a sordid history. The road to where we are now is filled with detours, dead ends, 
delays, and surprises.

What we now call Mac OS X began as Mac OS 8 - not the Mac OS 8 that was eventually released as 
Mac OS 8 but an entirely different OS that never saw the public light of day.

The original Mac OS 8 was intended to be a radical upgrade of what was then the current OS : System 7. 
(Back then, Apple used the word System to describe the OS, rather than Mac OS.) Code-named Copland, 
Mac OS 8 had many of the same critical features that are now part of Mac OS X, such as preemptive 
multitasking and protected memory (features that form the basis of Mac OS X’s superior performance 
and stability).

Apple had been working on Mac OS 8 for several years and finally announced it publicly in 1994. 
Development versions soon began to ship. CDs that took you on a demo tour of the new OS were 
handed out at Macworld Expos. The final release version was scheduled for 1996.

Unfortunately, all this happened at the same time that Apple hit its financial nadir. During this period, 
Apple’s sales and market share plummeted, and articles about the ‘death’ of Apple began appearing in the 
media with the regularity of weather reports.
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A brief history 2
Apple took a hard look at the status of Mac OS 8 and realized that it was too far from completion and 
would require too much time and money to finish. The result was that Apple killed Copland in August 
1996.

The Mac OS 8 that was eventually released was a much more modest update. It added some significant 
new features to System 7 but essentially was the same OS.

Back at the drawing board, Apple realized that it could not entirely abandon its plans for a new OS. But if 
not Mac OS 8, what? The company had to do something fast. Apple had promised to announce its new 
strategy by January 1997. Having decided that it could no longer afford to design a new OS itself, Apple 
decided to purchase one. The focus quickly narrowed to two choices: BeOS and NeXT.

On the surface, BeOS seemed to be the logical choice. Be Inc. had already released versions of BeOS 
that ran on Mac hardware. The compact, fast code often exceeded the capabilities of the Mac OS itself, 
and its user interface was sufficiently similar to the Mac OS as not to be a shock to longtime Mac users. 
But BeOS had two strikes against it. First, many essential components (such as its printing and networking 
capabilities) were lacking. Second, Be Inc. demanded more money than Apple was willing to pay. The latter 
turned out to be the decisive strike. Be was out. 
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A brief history 3
NeXT was the company Steve Jobs started after he left Apple in 1986. The original NeXT product was 
a combination of hardware and software, much like the Mac itself. By 1996, however, all that was left 
was the software, which was called NEXTSTEP and which ran only on Intel processors. It eventually 
evolved into an open operating system called OPENSTEP, developed jointly with Sun. OPENSTEP was a 
more mature OS than BeOS; it already had almost all the features that Apple was looking for. The main 
problem was that it lacked the familiar Mac user interface. In fact, it did not even run on Apple hardware. 
Nonetheless, Apple decided to tie its future to NeXT. In December 1996, the two companies announced 
their intention to merge.

The primary initial benefit of the merger of Apple and NeXT was that Steve Jobs returned to Apple. This 
eventually led to the iMac and the subsequent ‘supercool’ hardware that allowed Apple to rise from the 
ashes, becoming a profitable, thriving company again.
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A brief history 4
At the same time, work proceeded on converting OPENSTEP to the next generation Mac OS. Initial 
plans centered on Rhapsody, the code name for a project that largely was a direct port of OPENSTEP to 
the Mac. The problem was that no existing Mac software would run in Rhapsody, so all Mac applications 
would have to be completely rewritten. Developers let it be known that they would abandon the Mac 
before doing this.

So Apple returned to the drawing board one more time. Rhapsody evolved into Mac OS X (a roman 
numeral X that is pronounced ten). In this version of the OS, existing Mac software would be able to run 
with just minor modifications - a process Apple called carbonizing the software.

The Unix core, the Library-folder structure, and many of the developement tools of Mac OS X have 
their origins in OPENSTEP. But the most distinctive feature of Mac OS X - the Aqua interface - came 
from Apple itself.
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I. Mac OS X Technical Overview

Technical Overview
Beneath Mac OS X’s user-friendly and attractive user interface, Aqua, are several technologies, grouped in 
layers. At the very bottom of this layered structure is Darwin, Mac OS X’s core OS. Above Darwin is a 
layer with technologies for graphics, video and audio. The third layer contains the application frameworks, 
while Aqua being the fourth and final layer of Mac OS X.
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Technical Overview : Darwin, Mach
Unseen by users, Darwin provides a strong yet flexible foundation with features like preemptive 
multitasking, protected memory and real-time support that make Mac OS X a truly modern operating 
system.

Darwin blends a mixture of mature industry standard components such as Mach and BSD with Apple-
engineered components to provide Mac OS X with a stable, reliable and extensible foundation. Darwin 
consists of five main components: Mach, I/O Kit, File System, Networking and BSD.

Mach. At the heart of Darwin is Mach, based on Mach 3.0 from Carnegie Mellon University. Mach manages 
processor resources such as CPU usage and memory, handles scheduling, provides memory protection 
and provides a messaging-centered infrastructure to the rest of the operating system layers. Mach provides 
Mac OS X with protected memory, preemptive multitasking, virtual memory and real-time support.
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Technical Overview : Darwin, I/O Kit
Darwin provides an object-oriented framework, I/O Kit, for the development of device drivers. I/O Kit 
not only facilitates the creation of drivers for Mac OS X but also provides much of the infrastructure that 
drivers require. It consists of three major components: families, nubs and drivers.

A family defines a collection of software abstractions that are common to all devices of a particular 
category. Apple provides families for protocols such as USB, SCSI and FireWire, as well as for devices such 
as storage, HID and frame buffers. Mac OS X developers should rely upon these provided families—not 
create new families.

A nub is an I/O object that represents a device or logical service. A nub may represent a bus, a disk, a 
disk partition, a keyboard or any number of similar entities.

A driver is an object that manages a specific piece of hardware, implementing the appropriate I/O Kit 
abstractions for controlling questions. that hardware. Mac OS X provides a collection of drivers that 
handle standard devices such as hard drives and human input devices. If your device complies with an 
industry standard but has additional functionality, then you simply need to subclass the provided driver 
and implement just the code that handles the uniqueness of your device.
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Technical Overview : Darwin, File System
The file system component of Darwin is based on an enhanced Virtual File System (VFS) design, which 
provides the ability to add in new file systems and enhance those already supported, including HFS, HFS+ 
UFS, and ISSO 9660. VFS stacks also allow you to create and layer new capabilities, such as file-based 
compression or encryption onto an existing file system type.
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Technical Overview : Darwin, Networking
Mac OS X also provides an extensible networking system. By implementing Network Kernel Extensions 
(NKEs) developers can add support for additional networking protocols as well as enhance the 
networking functionality already provided. 
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Technical Overview : Darwin, BSD
Darwin wraps a customized version of BSD 4.4 around the kernel. Darwin’s implementation of BSD 
includes many of the POSIX APIs, exporting them to user-space, and abstracts Darwin’s file system and 
networking. Darwin’s BSD also provides Mac OS X’s process model, basic security policies and threading 
support.

For developers, the biggest advantage of Darwin’s BSD implementation is that it enables you to quickly 
port UNIX-style applications to Mac OS X. In some cases, developers have had their UNIX applications 
up and running on Mac OS X in a matter of hours.

Because BSD does not provide GUI APIs, you will need to create a Carbon or Cocoa application to 
handle the user interface. Much of this work can be done using Interface Builder, Apple’s user interface 
design tool available on the Mac OS X Developer Tools CD.
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Technical Overview : Graphic layer
Running on top of the kernel is a set of core technologies that create the elements you see on the screen: 
fonts, graphics, movies, and so on.
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Technical Overview : Graphic layer, Quartz
Quartz is the name of the technology used to create all two-dimensional images, including text. First, 
Quartz uses PDF (Portable Document Format) as a native format for documents. This format is the one 
employed by Acrobat Reader. Almost anything you create - in any application - can easily be saved as a PSF 
document. This capability in turn makes it easy for anyone to view these documents, even on Windows 
PCs, with all fonts, formatting, and graphics preserved intact. As PDF is a Postscript-aware format, it also 
makes it easy to render any PDF document to a Postscript printer. Quartz also allows virtually all text in 
Mac OS X to have a smoothed (antialiased) look.

Also of relevance is Apple Type Solution (or ATS). this technology unifies the display of fonts, no matter 
what format they may have (TrueType, Postscript, and so on), as well as provides the basis for multiple 
support.
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Technical Overview : Graphic layer, Multimedia
Three-dimensional graphics use Mac OS X’s OpenGL software, which comes into play mainly with 3-D 
game software.

Mac OSX  also supports QuickTime for multimedia. This software is used for playing QuickTime movies, 
such as the popular movie trailers available on Apple’s QuickTime Web site.

On a related note, Mac OS X also handles a variety of sound formats and has DVD movie support.
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Technical Overview : Application Environments
The main thing you do when you are in Aqua is use applications. On the surface, almost all applications 
in Mac OS X appear to function in a similar way: you launch them; you use commands from their menus; 
you quit them. Mac OS X has some fundamentally different types of applications, however.
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Technical Overview : Application Environments, Cocoa
The Cocoa environment is unique to Mac OS X - that is, software developed via Cocoa uses Mac 
OS X-only programming tools, and the finished application runs only in Mac OS X. The advantage of 
Cocoa-based software is that it potentially can take advantage of every feature built in to Mac OS X. 
The TextEdit application that comes with Mac OS X is an excellent example of such an application. Its 
Font Panel window, its spelling checker, and its capability to access Services from the Services command 
in the TextEdit menu are all due to the fact that TextEdit is a Cocoa-based application. In non-Cocoa 
appliactions, items in the Services menu are dimmed and unselectable; they will have a Fonts menu instead 
of a Font Panel, and so on.

Apple probably hopes that down the road, almost all Mac OS X applications will be Cocoa-based. But 
for now, they are relatively uncommon, because writing a Cocoa-based application means pretty much 
starting from scratch.
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Technical Overview : Application Environments, Carbon
Applications written for the Carbon environment also run in Mac OS X. in most cases, a user would be 
hard-pressed to tell whether a particular application is Cocoa-based or Carbon-based.  Carbon-based 
(or Carbonized) appliactions can offer all the basic Aqua features that you expect to find in Mac OS X, 
such as the look and feel of its windows. You cannot look at an application in the Finder and see quickly 
whether it is a Cocoa or a Carbon application.

To some extent, however, when a developer Carbonizes an appliaction, he can decide how much of the 
Aqua interface features to support. As a result, some Carbon applications may look and feel more like 
Mac OS X applications than others do.

Carbon exist for two main reasons. First, it reduces the development time needed for rewriting existing 
Mac OS 9 applications. Second, some developers find it preferable even when they’re starting from 
scratch, because Carbonized applications can also have the capability to run in Mac OS 9.
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Technical Overview : Application Environments, Classic
Mac OS 9 programs that have not been Carbonized can still run in Mac OS X, but this capability requires 
a special trick. Mac OS X needs to launch what is called the Classic environment. When you launch 
Classic, a working version of Mac OS 9 (including extensions and control panels) is loaded. The Mac 
OS 9 application then runs in this environment. In many ways, going back and forth between the two 
environments is almost seamless. You can cut and paste from a Classic program to a Mac OS X one, for 
example. Classic can even borrow your Mac OS X Internet and printer settings.

Running a program in Classic has a huge disadvantage, however. You are not really using Mac OS X and 
thus get almost none of the advantages of running Mac OS X. 
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Technical Overview : Application Environments, Java
Mac OS X can run programs written in Java. Most users, if they are familiar with Java at all, think of it as 
being something used by certain Web sites and accessed from your Web browser. But Java software can 
be created to run independently of a browser, and Mac OS X is set to do this. Even the Aqua interface 
can be incorporated in Java applications by developers. The main advantage of Java, for the programmer, is 
that Java is platform-independent. The same Java software (with some minor modifications to accomodate 
the platform’s user interface) can run on any computer that supports the use of Java.
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Technical Overview : Aqua
Aqua is the name given to what most users think of when they think of Mac OS X: the user interface, 
the Finder, the Dock, the windows, the translucent buttons, the high-resolution icons, the menus, and all 
the rest. 

Aqua is further discussed in the The Dock and The Finder sections of this syllabus.
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Installing Mac OS X : What do you need?
Well, for starters, you need a copy of Mac OS X off course. But beyond that, you need a Mac model 
that can run Mac OS X. Apple’s official position is that only the following Macs can run Mac OS X: Power 
Macintosh G3 (beige or blue-and-white),Power Macintosh G4 (any model),PowerBook G3 (except the 
original PowerBook G3),PowerBook G4 or any iMac, eMac or iBook.

When you have a Mac that you know runs Mac OS X, your next step is to make sure it has enough 
memory (RAM). Without sufficient RAM, Mac OS X may run, but performance may be unacceptably slow. 
Apple also says you need at least 128 MB of memory to use Mac OS X. Consider this figure to be a bare 
minimum. To get the best performance from Mac OS X, install 256 MB or more.

You should also have a minimum of 1.5 GB of free space on your hard drive before attempting to install 
Mac OS X.

It may also be possible that you need to upgrade your Macs firmware before you can install Mac OS X. 
Check Apple’s website (www.apple.com/support) for the latest firmware available for your computer.
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Installing Mac OS X : Tips
If you have an older iMac, PowerBook G3, or beige Power Macintosh G3 and you have a hard drive that 
is larger than 8 GB and you partition the hard drive, you must assign the first partition to be contained 
entirely within the first 8 GB. That is, the partition must be no larger than 8 GB, and you must install Mac 
OS X on that partition.

You can also install Mac OS X without any problem on an external USB or FireWire hard drive. However, 
some external drives will not serve as startup disks due to an incompatibility with the drive’s firmware 
or hardware components. If no update for the drive is available, the drive may be unusable as a startup 
device. However, you should still be able to mount it as a nonstartup volume. 
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Installing Mac OS X : Start up from the CD
s
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Installing Mac OS X : Installer 1
The Mac OS X Install Disc 1 launches the Installer application directly. The first thing you will likely see is 
a window labeled Mac OS X with the words Preparing installation visible. You cannot quit the Installer to 
go to the Desktop (the Finder) from here.

Next, you will get to a window that starts the Install procss. First, you are asked to select a main language. 
After doing this, you click the ‘Continue’ button to go on to the next screen.

But before you click the ‘Continue’ button, take a moment to look at the menus availbale. The two of 
special interest are Installer and File. The Installer menu conatins three commands of note: quit (this 
will simply restart the Mac), Reset Password (only of use if you already installed Mac OS X and can’t 
remember you password) and Open Disk Utility (the application used to format, erase, partition, and 
diagnose a hard drive or hard drive partition).

In the File menu, you will find the Show Log and Show Files commands. 
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Installing Mac OS X : What is partitioning and why?
Partitioning a drive means dividing the drive into two or more separate volumes. Each volume in turn 
mounts separately when you launch you Mac. In almost all respects, the partitions/volumes will behave 
as though you have two (assuming that you made two partitions) separate hard drives, rather than just 
one. 

All drives ship from Apple with just one partition. So if you want two or more partitions, you will need to 
create them yourself. Changing the number of partitions on a drive requires erasing the contents of the 
drive. That’s way I recommend partitioning a drive the day you unpack a new Mac.

Why should you partition a drive? Two main reasons. First, partitioning allows you to create two separate 
startup volumes, if you want. If you are having trouble with volume A, for example, and need to restart 
from another volume to fix the problem, you have a volume B ready to go. The second reason is that 
partitioning allows you to install Mac OS X and Mac OS 9 on separate volumes. This will avoid clutter in 
both your Mac OS X and Mac OS 9 volume layout. It also means that when you want to clean-reinstall 
Mac OS X, you do not have to reinstall Mac OS 9 as well.
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Installing Mac OS X : Installer 2
After clicking the ‘Continue’ button, you will proceed through a Welcome screen, a Read Me screen, a 
License screen, and finally a Select Destination screen. In the Select Destination screen, click the volume 
(partition/drive, if you have more than onde) where you want to install Mac OS X. If you have enough free 
disk space on the volume, you will be allowed to proceed. Before proceeding, however, note the Erase 
Destination and Format As option at the bottom of the window. The option is unchecked by default. You 
will only enable Erase Destination if you want everything on the selected volume to be erased before 
installing Mac OS X. 

Finally, you will get to the Installation Type screen, which has an ‘Install’ button. Click it to initiate an Easy 
Install of Mac OS X. After that, sit back and relax. At a certain point, the Mac will restart and ask for Mac 
OS X Install Disc 2. 

Before clicking Install, however, you can click the ‘Customize’ button, which will present a screen where 
you can enable and disable certain components of the installation - that is, do a Custom Install. With a 
Custom Install, you can disable certain print drivers and additional languages. The fewer languages you 
install, the less disk space will be needed for the installation.
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Installing Mac OS X : Setup Assistant
After the installation of Mac OS X is complete, the Setup Assistant is started. This assistant will guide you 
through the steps necessary to configure certain components of Mac OS X. It will ask you you location, 
you keyboard layout and some personal information such as name, company, address, and email address. 
It will help you to configure you network settings and to set up you Internet account. It will also ask you 
for a name and password to create the first user. This user is used to automatically log-in after the Setup 
Assistant is finished. It will also ask you to set the date and time for your timezone.
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The Dock
Whe you arrive at the Mac OS X Desktop, the predominant item visible will be the Dock, which is Mac 
OS X’s primary navigational tool. No matter where else you are in Mac OS X, you can almost always 
return to the Dock, either by clicking it directly or clicking the Desktop background (which makes the 
Finder/Dock the active application).
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The Dock basics
The basics of the Dock are quite straighforward. Icons in the Dock represent the applications, documents, 
and folders on your drive. By convention, the Dock is divided into two parts. If your Dock runs across 
the bottom of your screen, applications appear on the left side. On the right side are folders, documents, 
and anything else.

The last item in the Dock is the Trash icon, which is where you place items when you want to delete 
them.

To launch an application or open a document, simply click it. For applications, if the application is open, a 
triangle appears below its icon. Clicking an already-open item makes it the frontmost window. While an 
application is opening, its icon will bounce up and down. Similarly, the icon for an open application will 
bounce as a means of alerting you that it requires your attention. 

When you move the pointer over a Dock icon, its name will pop up in text. No clicking is needed.
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The Dock : Adding and removing items
To add an item to the Dock permanently, simply drag its icon from its Finder window to the Dock. You 
cannot place an application icon on the right side of the Dock; neither can you place other types of icons 
on the left side of the Dock. Otherwise, you can put Dock icons pretty much where you want. You can 
even rearrange the icon order by dragging an icon to the desired location.

By clicking the appropriate button in a Finder window, you can minimize a window to the Dock. What 
this means is that the window moves from its location on the Desktop to become an icon in the Dock. If 
you later click the window icon, the window maximizes out of to the Desktop again. An animation effect 
typically accompanies this moving back and forth.

To remove a ‘permanent’ icon from the Dock, simply drag its icon off the Dock. You will see a ‘poof of 
smoke’ animation, and the Dock icon is gone. Don’t worry - removing a Dock icon does not delete the 
item itself from your drive; it just removes its representation from the Dock. The icon in the Dock serves 
as a pointer to the actual item. You can still locate the item in its Finder window.

All nonpermanent icons in the Dock are removes automatically when you log out, restart, or shut 
down.
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The Dock : Dock menus
If you click an item in the Dock and hold down the mouse button, a pop-up menu will appear. Whta is in 
the menu depends on the nature of the item. At the very least, you should see the item Show in Finder. 
If you choose this command, the Finder window that contains the selected item will open.

For open applications, the menu will likely include at least one additional item: Quit, which quits the 
appliaction without making it the foremost window. Depending on the open application in question, you 
may see additional items, intended to provide convennient access to specific features of the program. 
When iTunes is open, for example, you can play songs from its Dock menu.

For folders, the Dock menu will be a list of every item contained within the folder. If the folder conatins 
subfolders, you will get hierarchical submenus containing the contents of the subfolder. Drag the pointer 
to any item in the menu and you select that item, opening the folder or launching the application as 
appropriate.

Finally, the menu for the Trash icon offers the Empty Trash option.
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The Dock : preferences
You can customize the appearance of the Dock and how several of its features work. Between the right 
side and left side of the Dock is a white separation line. If you move the pointer over that line, it will 
change to a bar with arrows on either side. Now you can click and resize the Dock. If you press and hold 
the Control key while the arrow pointer is visible, it brings up a special pop-up menu. From here, you 
have several options:

Turn Magnification On/Off. With this option enabled, the Dock gets larger in the region where the pointer 
is. This option can be convenient if the Dock is set very small by default.

Turn Hiding On/Off. With this option enabled, the Dock vanishes from the screen until you move the 
pointer to the edge where the Dock resides.

Position on Screen. This option lets you place the Dock on the left, right, or bottom edge of the screen.

Minimize Using. This option lets you decide what type of animation effect will be used for windows that 
get minimized in the Dock.

Dock Preferences. Choose this option to open the System Preferences window for the Dock.
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The Dock : troubleshooting a question-mark in the Dock
The Dock is quite reliable. Most often, it works exactly as described on the previous pages. Occasionally 
however, problems may occur.

Question-mark icon in the Dock. A question-mark icon in the Dock means that for whatever reason, the 
Dock can no longer locate the item that the Dock icon represents. In some cases, the item may have 
been deleted. If the item is still on your drive, however, the solution is simple: when you place the pointer 
over the question-mark icon, the name of the missing file will appear. Drag the question-mark icon off the 
Dock. Locate the missing file in its Finder window, and drag its icon to the Dock. Problem solved.
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The Finder
The Finder is the application in Mac OS X that you use to navigate to the different locations 
on your mounted volumes. Whenever you click the Desktop background, you make the Finder 
the active application. Similarly, clicking any open Finder window or the Finder icon in the Dock 
makes the Finder active.
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The Finder : Finder windows, title bar
To see a typical Finder window, click the Finder icon in the Dock. This action will likely open the window 
generically refered to as Computer, which lists all mounted volumes. Using this window as an example, 
you’ll work your way through the major features of Finder windows in general.

The top row of the window is sometimes called the title bar. in the top-left corner of the title bar are 
three jewel-like buttons. If you move the pointer over these buttons,an X, minus sign (-) and plus sign 
(+) appear over each button in turn. If you click the left red button, you close the window. If you click 
the middle orange button, the window is minimized to the Dock; clicking the window icon in the Dock 
maximizes it again. The right green button changes the size of the window, rotating among several sizes 
and shapes; experiment with clicking the button repeatedly to see what happens.

In the top right corner of the window is an oval shaped button. If you click it, you toggle between 
displaying and hiding the toolbar.

In the middle of the title bar is the title of the window. If you Command-click teh title, a pop-up menu 
appears, showing all folders that are higher up in the directroy hierarchy than the window itself, back to 
the Computer level. Select any one, and go directly to that window.
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The Finder : Finder windows, status bar
The next row is called the status bar. If it is not visible, go to the Finder’s View menu and choose Show 
Status Bar. The text in the center of this row will list how many items are in the displayed folder, as well 
as how much space is left on the volume that contains the folder. 

Depending on the particular window, you may also see symbols at the left end of the status bar. If you see 
an icon of a pencil with a line through it, for example, the current window’s content are read-only.
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The Finder : Finder windows, scroll bars and resize box
If you cannot see the full contents of the window at the window’s current size, scroll bars on the right 
and bottom allow you to bring the other items into view. In the bottom-right corner of the window is 
the resize box. Drag this box to resize and reshape the window as desired.
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The Finder : Finder windows, window contents
You can open the files and foldeers in the window by double-clicking them, as is typical of the Mac OS. 
You can edit the name of an item by clicking the icon and then clicking the name. At this point, the name 
should have a box around it, indicating that you can edit it. If the name exceeds what can fit on one line, 
you will move to a second or even a third line as needed. 

If an item’s name is till deemed too long to display, an abbreviated version of the name will appear. If you 
hold the pointer over the shortened name for a few seconds (or hold down the Option key to get an 
instant response), the full name will appear in an expanded text window.
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The Finder : Finder windows, toolbar
The Toolbar is located underneath the status bar and has two sections, separated by a dividing line. The left 
end has the back and forward buttons and the view options. The view options are discussed separately.

Click the back button to go back to the folder that was visible in this window previously. Obviously, 
the forward button has the opposite behavior and takes you forward through the folders that where 
previously navigated.

At the rights side of the Toolbar are buttons that mainly represent commonly accessed volumes and 
folders. Mostly, these buttons will be folder or volume icons, but they can be any type of Finder item. 
Click one of these buttons, and you open that folder. By default, the buttons located in the right side of 
the Toolbar are : Computer, which takes you to a window that shows all mounted volumes, including hard 
drives, CD-ROMs, and iDisks. Home takes you to the top level of the Home directory of the logged-
in user. Favorites takes you to a folder contained within the Library folder of the logged-in user. It lists 
whatever items you have deemed to be your personal favorites - a feature. Appliactions takes you to the 
Applications folder, located at the root level of the Mac OS X volume.
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The Finder : Finder windows, toolbar view modes 1
There are three available view modes in Mac OS X, each of which affects how the contents of the 
window are displayed.

Icon View. This view is the traditional view, in which every file is indicated by an icon with a name below 
it. You can move icons by dragging them.

List View. In this view, all items are in a text list, with each item in its own row. The contenst of a row 
are organized by the columns listed at the top. On the far-left side is a column of icons and names for 
each file. This column typically is followed by columns for last modification date, file size, and kind (such as 
application, document, or folder). Clicking any column sorts the window by that column. Click the triangle 
in the column name to go from an A-Z to Z-A sort of that column. To the left of each folder in the list 
is a disclosure triangle. Click the traingle to reveal a subdirectory list of the folder’s contents within the 
current window (as opposed to opening the folder in its own window).
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The Finder : Finder windows, toolbar view modes 2
Column View. This view is new to Mac OS X; Mac OS 9 has no countrpart to this view. In this view, you 
have multiple columns. The contents of a folder appear in the leftmost column. If you click a folder in that 
column, its contents appear in the folder to the right. This arrangement can continue until there are no 
more folders to open in the rightmost column.

You can use the horizontal scroll bars to slide back and forth among the displayed columns, if they do 
not fit within the current size of the window.

If you click an item that is not a folder, the column to the right becomes the preview column and typically 
displays summary information about the file and, for certain documents, it will display an preview of the 
content of that file.

By clicking the small double vertical bars at the bottom of each column divider and holding down the 
mouse button, you can move the pointer to resize the column widths. Double-clicking the small double 
vertical bars will resize the column to the right of the vertical bars so that all names can be displayed.
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The Finder : Finder windows, toolbar view modes 3
The last item, by default, in the Toolbar of a Finder window, is the Search field. this field can be used to 
search for an item within the current active window. It will then display the items found in that same 
window.
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The Finder : Finder windows, customize the toolbar
To add an item to the toolbar, simply drag its icon to the bar. Drag an icon off to remove it. You can 
rearrange the left-to-right order of items in the bar by Command-dragging them. For more customization, 
choose Customize Toolbar from the Finder’s View menu.

If you have more items in the Toolbar than you can see in the window, a double arrow will appear at the 
right end. Click it to access a pop-up menu of the remaining items.
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The Finder : The Apple menu
The Apple menu is common to all applications, not just the Finder. From hee, you access a variety of 
universally availbale features. When you are done with your work, you can choose Sleep, Restart, Shut 
Down, or Log Out. You use the Force Quit command to quit applications that do not quit when requested 
to do so via the applications’s own Quit command.

Other features of the Apple menu are direct access to the System Preferences, certain preferences for 
the Dock and a list of recently used applications and documents.
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The Finder: Finder preferences
Since the Finder is no more than an application, it also had its own set of preferences. These are located 
in the Finder’s application menu, called Finder (whatelse?). 

You can use these preferences to change the behavior of the Finder. The first option, Show these items 
on the Desktop, lets you decide which items need to be displayed on the Desktop. By default, new Finder 
windows show Computer, but in the preferences of the Finder you can choose Home as default when 
you open a new Finder window.

With the option ‘Always open folders in a new window’ you return to the behavior of folders and 
windows of Mac OS 9. Each time you open a folder, a new window will be opened as well. 

Open new windows in Column View will make Column View the default view mode in Mac OS X.

You can activate or deactivate Spring-loaded folders and set the delay before a folder opens when an 
item is dragged over.

The Finder preferences is also the place where you deactivate the warning you get each time you want 
to empty the Trash.
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The Finder : Show Info windows
To get the Show Info window for any file, folder, or volume in Mac OS X, simply click thet item’s icon 
(or its name in List or Column view) and press Command-I (or choose Show Info from the Finder’s File 
menu). The Show Info window will appear. 

The Show Info window is divided in several sub categories : General, Open With (for files only), Name 
& Extension, Content Index (for folders and volumes only), Preview, Languages (for applications only), 
Ownership & Permissions and Comments.
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The Finder : Show Info windows, General Information
General information is the category that appears when you first open the Show Info window. It gives 
basic information such as the kind of item (application, document, folder, volume, or alias), the item’s size, 
where on the drive it is located, the version number of an application, and the creation and modification 
dates of the icon.

If the file is an alias, general information will tell you where on your drive the original is located.

At the bottom of the general category may be one or more checkboxes. One checkbox will be Locked. 
With this option enabled, you are prevented from deleting the item. Actually, you will not even be able 
to place it in the Trash. If you do, you will get a message stating that you do not have sufficient privileges 
to do so. For some documents, you will have a Stationary Pad option. If this checkbox is checked, the 
document opens a copy of the document, rather than the document itself.

Some applications can be opened in either Classic (Mac OS 9) or Mac OS X. These applications will 
display the ‘Open in the Classic environment’ checkbox.
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The Finder : Show Info windows, Name & Extension
Name & Extension is the category of the Show Info window that lists the name of the file and its file 
extension (if any). All applications have the file extension .app. Other files, especially documents, may have 
extensions that identify the type of file (such as .gif to identify a file as a GIF graphic). 
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The Finder : Show Info windows, Open with
The open with category appears only when you open the Show Info window for a document. You use 
this category when double-clicking a document’s icon does not open the document with the application 
you expected to be used (or does not open the document at all). 

The categroy has two parts. At the top are an icon for an application and the name of the application. 
This application will try to open the document if you double-click it. In the corner of the icon will be an 
traingle. Click the triangle and hold down the mouse button to access a list of applications in a pop-up 
menu. The bottom choice is other - usefull if none of the listed applications is waht you seek. One of the 
choices in the list will have the word (default) next to it. This option typically is used for documents of 
the type you are working with and probably is the type that was selected when you accessed the Show 
Info window.

At the bottom of the category is a section named Use This Application to Open All Documents Like 
This. This section will also display the type of document and what appliaction the document was created 
with. You can click the Change All button if you want all documents of this type to be opened with the 
application you selected.
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The Finder : Show Info windows, Ownership & Permissions
This category within the Show Info window looks deceptively simple but opens a Pandora’s box of 
problems. Every file on a Mac OS X volume has an owner and group assigned to it. The owner is 
generally the user that created the document. In Mac OS X all users are members of the same group, 
called Staff. 

For every file, you can set the owner, group and everyone privileges. As alreay mentioned, the owner and 
group are set when the file is created. The owner has full access to the item (read and write), the group 
will generally only have read access as does everyone else.

Some items on a Mac OS X volume have a special owner and group assigned to them. For instance, 
applications have the owner System and the group Admin assigned to them, so that every user created 
on that Mac OS X computer can use these files.

In the troubleshooting addendum of the Mac OS X Administrator syllabus, there is a whole section 
devoted to access privileges.
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The Finder : Show Info windows, Languages
Languages allows you to enable/disable or add/remove the language support files needed for having 
an application display its menus and dialog boxes in different languages. This only works for Mac OS X 
applications.
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Applications and Utilities
Mac OS X installs several programs in the Applications folder. In this section, I offer a brief 
overview of the most relevant programs. Third-party appliactions are almost always installed in 
the same Applications folder as the initially installed programs.
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Applications and Utilities : Preview
Preview opens graphics files in various formats. You can use it to view the GIF and JPEG files that are 
common on most Web pages, for example. You can also use Preview’s Export command to convert 
a graphics file from one format to another; choices include TIFF, JPEG, PICT, QuickTime Image, and 
Photoshop. The default choice, if you just choose Save, is TIFF.

Perhaps the best feature of Preview, however, is its link to the Preview button in the Print dialog box of 
almost any application that works with documents. If you click the Preview button, the Preview application 
launches and opens the selected document as a PDF file. PDF, which stands for Portable Document 
Format, is the native format used by Acrobat Reader.
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Applications and Utilities : Apple System Profiler
Apple System Profiler provides details about the software and hardware currently in use. You have five 
tabs to choose among. The two most useful ones are System Profile and Devices and Volumes.

System Profile provides details about your Mac model, inclusing the processor you have installed, how 
much memory you have, and the Boot ROM version (which is what gets updated if you ever install an 
Apple firmware update for your Mac).

Devices and Volumes lists details about all the ATA, USB, FireWire, and PCI-card connected devices 
communicating with your Mac, inclusing hard drives, CD drives, and scanners. It does not list the devices 
connected via an Ethernet network (such as printers).

To see more information about any item, click the disclosure triangle next to the name.

The remaining tabs list all kernel-extensions, frameworks, and applications on your drive.
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Applications and Utilities : Disk Copy
Disk Copy is the application that is used to create, check, mount and use .img and .dmg files. 
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Applications and Utilities : Disk Utility
Disk Utility is a combination of what where two separate utilities in Mac OS 9: Disk First Aid and Drive 
Setup. Disk First Aid is a repair utility, that will allow you to check your hard drive for faults and correct 
them and which is also used for checking and repairing Permissions.

The remaining tabs in Disk Utility are used to format disks, erase disks, partition disks and to create RAID’s 
(software based off course) from two or more disks (only Stripe and Mirror are supported).
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Applications and Utilities : Network Utility
Network Utility tests and troubleshoots network connections. If you are having trouble with an Internet 
connection, this utility can help you diagnose the source of the problem. It includes functionality for 
Netstat, Ping, Lookup, Traceroute, Whois, Finger, and PortScan.
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Applications and Utilities : Print Center
Print Center helps you select and set up printers you will use in Mac OS X. You need a printer driver 
for your printer before setting it up via Print Center. Mac OS X ships with many printer drivers, others 
may be available from the printer manufacturer. Print Center is also the applications the handles your 
printing tasks. Printers supported by Mac OS X are connected via USB or avalable on the network using 
AppleTalk, LPR (IP Printing) or RendezVous. You can only access printers via Directory Services if you use 
your Mac OS X computer in a network with a Mac OS X Server.
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Applications and Utilities : ProcessViewer
ProcessViewer is a utility that can view every open process running on your computer. An application is 
a process, but many processes that Mac OS X can open are not applications. The most important feature 
of ProcessViewer is that it can force-quit any applications, even the ones that are not listed in the Force 
Quit window that opens when you press Command-Option-Escape.

ProcessViewer also shows you the percentageop CPU time and memory each process is using. This 
feature can be useful in diagnosing which processes are hogs that could be causing your computer to 
slow down.
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Applications and Utilities : Terminal
Terminal allows you to access Mac OS X’s Unix command line environment. It talks directly to Darwin, 
using standard (well, more or less) Unix commands.
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Applications and Utilities : Console
Console is a utility, provided by Apple rather than by a third party, that allows you to access a feature of 
Unix via an Aqua-based applications instead of Terminal.

It provides access to log files that unix maintains. These files track various events - primarily, errors that 
occur while using your Mac.
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Applications and Utilities : NetInfo Manager
See the chapter on NetInfo.
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Directory Layout : Domains
First, a bit of background. Mac OS X was born when Apple acquired the NeXT OS, often referred to 
as OpenStep, back in 1997. The result is that much of the higher-level OS software is based on NeXT 
code. In fact, it is not unusual to peek inside some System software file and see a reference to NeXt or 
OpenStep.

At a practical level, this means that the System Folder of Mac OS 9 is gone from Mac OS X. Gone also are 
control panels and extensions that populated the System Folder. Instead, you have the Library folder - or, 
more precisely, a multitude of Library folders. The reason relates to the fact that Mac OS X is inherently 
a multiple-user system. Different Library folders coorespond to different domains or levels of the OS. At 
the top level (System), for example, changes affect all users of the Mac in question. At the bottom level 
(User), changes affect only the individual user who is logged in.
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Directory Layout : Domains, System domain
The first Library folder on our tour is at the root level of the Mac OS X volume. To get there, open 
any Finder window. In the toolbar of the window that appears, click the Computer button. If no toolbar 
is present, click the oval icon in the top-right corner of the window to reveal it. Within the Computer 
window, double-click the volume icon that is the current Mac OS X startup volume. You are now at the 
root level of Mac OS X. Locate the folder called System; it should have an X on it. Double-click the icon. 
Inside will be a folder called Library. 

If the Mac OS X System folder strikes you as being the Mac OS X equivalent of the Mac OS 9 System 
Folder, you are more or less correct. The Library folder here contains the files that are essential to the 
operation of the OS. Every file in this folder is installed by the Mac OS X Installer itself. The contents of 
this folder rarely get modified, other than by an update to the OS.
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Directory Layout : Domains, Local domain
Return again to the root level of the drive. You will see a folder called Library. Inside it is an assortment 
of folders - some with the same names as the ones in the /System/Library folder.

The contents of this Library folder are populated when you install Mac OS X. But unlike /System/Library 
folder, it can be modified directly by any administrative user - as well as by installer applications for third-
party software.

The function of this Library folder is to contain all the resources to be shared by all the local users of 
the computer. 

Remark
A local user is anyone who has physical access to the computer and can log into it directly.
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Directory Layout : Domains, User domain
Next, click the button in the toolbar that says Home. This button will take you to the top level of the 
directory for the person who is logged i,. Another way you could get Home is to open the Users folder 
at teh root level of Mac OS X. Inside, you will see at least two folders: Shared, which houses files that 
any user can access and modify. Home, a folder with the name assigned when you first set up the OS. If 
you created more then one user, you will find additional folders with those user names. The folder of the 
currently logged in user will have a house icon; teh others will have a generic folder icon. If you open your 
own folder, you will be at the same place as if you clicked the Home button.

Inside your Home folder will be a third Library folder. Every user will have a comparable Library folder. 
These user-level Library folders contain the resources specific to each user. Any personal preferences you 
set for an application will be stored here. That way, when you log in, those preferences will be in effect.
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Directory Layout : Domains, Network domain
Your drive has a fourth-level Library folder. To find it, return to the Computer window, and double-click 
the globe icon called Network. In the window that appears will be yet another Library folder.

If you open this Library folder, it is likely to be empty. The folder comes into play only if you are on a 
network that is connected to a central server. In such a case, this Library folder would contain the shared 
resources (usually stored on the server itself) that can be used by all those on the server’s network.
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Directory Layout : System/Library
Let’s take a more detailed look at the contents of the main Library folder in Mac OS X, the /System/
Library folder. The number and variety of files and folders in any of these Library folders are far too great 
to be cite even a bare majority of them. So the list will be limited to the ones that are most essential.
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Directory Layout : System/Library, Core Services
Core Services is the most critical folder in the /System/Library folder. Like the System folder itself, it has an 
X on it to denote its special status. It contains the BootX file, required for starting up from Mac OS X.

The folder also contains the Dock, Finder Classic Startup, Help Viewer, and Software Update applications, 
as well as the loginwindow process and the Menu Extras. There are also fake Mac OS 9 Finder and System 
files, created so that Carbon applications that expect to see these Mac OS 9-type files will “find” them.

The SystemVersion.plisy file determines what Mac OS X version is listed in the About This Mac window.
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Directory Layout : System/Library, CFMSupport
CFMSupport contains software used for running Carbon applications. The CarbonLib file is in this folder, 
for example.
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Directory Layout : System/Library, Extensions
This folder contains teh kext (for kernel extension) files that load at startup, primarly acting as driver 
software for hardware peripherals. As their name implies, kext files are extensions of the basic kernel 
software that loads at startup.
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Directory Layout : System/Library, Frameworks
Frameworks are an important component of Mac OS X, but you will have little reason to work with 
them directly in troubleshooting.

Briefly, frameworks are the Mac OS X equivalents of Mac OS 9’s dynamic shared libraries, which means 
that they contain code that can be used by more than one application simultaneously. The basic idea is to 
eliminate teh need to repeat code that will be used by multiple applications.

Frameworks have the structure of package files, although the appear to be ordinary folders and can 
be opened without the Show Package Contents contextual menu. A framework can contain multiple 
versions of the shared software; applications that require the newer version can access it, and those that 
are incompatible with the newer version will be able to access the older version.
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Directory Layout : System/Library, PreferencePanes
This folder contains the panes that you can access via the System Preferences application. See the section 
about System Preferences.
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Directory Layout : System/Library, Services
This folder contains software needed for some of Mac OS X’s Services feature, which allows you to 
access certain features of one application while you are in another application. You typically access this 
feature via the Services command in the menu that has the name of the active application (suc as Finder, 
if Finer is the active application).

In the current context, Services also refers to some options that can be incorporated into any Cocoa 
application. AppleSpell, for example, allows a developer to include a spelling-checking feature in his 
application without having to write his own code.
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Directory Layout : System/Library, StartupItems
This important folder contains the various protocols that load at startup while you wait for the log-in 
window and Desktop to appear. these items include the Apache Web server, AppleShare, AppleTalk, 
Networking, and Network Time.
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System Preferences
System Preferences is a central location from which you can set up or customize a variety of features in 
Mac OS X. In most cases, these features are not linked to any particular application and are not accessible 
any other way. In some cases, especially if an application is a background application or otherwise does 
not have its own menus, this window is also where you would likely find an application’s preferences 
settings. 

You can access System Preferences from a variety of locations. The Dock icon probably is the most 
common way. Or you can choose System Preferences from the Apple menu or simply double-click the 
System Preferences icon in the Applications folder. 
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System Preferences Window : overview
The top row of the System Preferences window starts with a Show All button. You can click this button 
at any time to return to the default display that shows all available preferences windows.

To the right of Show All is a collection of commonly accessed preferences. Several are placed there by 
default when you install Mac OS X, but you can customize this collection. To add an item, drag its icon 
from the bottom part of the window to the top row (also called the Favorites row); to remove an item, 
drag it off.

The remaining part of the window lists all preferences in four categories: Personal, Hardware, Internet & 
Network, and System. There may also be a fifth category called Other. Click any icon, and the window 
is filled with the options for that particular preference. To go to another preference, click its icon in the 
Favorites row (if it is listed there), choose System Preferences from the View menu, or click the Show All 
button in the Preferences window and select the desired preference from the full display. 

Followin are brief descriptions of selected preferences that are most relevant and most often used. 
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System Preferences : Personal, International
International includes options for adjusting the characteristics of your Mac to match conventions used in 
different countries. You can change number, time, and date formats, as well as the language used for menus 
and dialog boxes. The ability to switch languages in third-party software requires that the developer build 
in the needed support.
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System Preferences : Personal, Login Items
The Login Items Preferences pane is where you create a list of applications or documents to be opened 
automatically at startup. Even network-volumes can be added here so that the connection to that 
particular network-volume is restored each time you log in to you Macintosh. The option ‘Hide’ in front 
of the Item is activated if you want that particular item to be hidden in the background after it has been 
launched.
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System Preferences : Personal, My Account
This Preferences pane is context sensitive. It displays the information for the currently logged in user and 
allows that user to change his password and his login picture. The user can choose a picture from the 
predefined collection of pictures or use the ‘Choose Another…’ button to browse on the hard drive and 
find another picture. Pictures can also be changed by using drag and drop.
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System Preferences : Personal, Screen Effects
Screen Effects allows you to enable a screen saver that kicks in after a specified periode of inactivity, as 
set in the Activation tab of the window. You can also set it so that you must enter a password (the same 
password that is used to log in) before you wake the screen saver.
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System Preferences : Hardware, Displays
Displays is where you set the resolution and color depth of you monitor, as well as select a color profile 
to match your display. It also includes a ‘Calibrate’ button that starts the Display Calibrator Assistant which 
you can use to visually calibrate your monitor.
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System Preferences : Hardware, Energy Saver
Energy Saver is where you set the options that determine when the Mac goes to sleep to save energy. 
You can set separate times for the computer and for the display. Under the ‘Options’ tab you will find 
additional options for waking up the Mac and to activate the option to restart automatically after a power 
failure.
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System Preferences : Hardware, Keyboard
Keyboard features an option called Full Keyboard Access that allows you to use Control-key combinations 
to access menus and Dock items without using the mouse or trackpad of your Mac. This option works 
only with Mac OS X-native applications (and only the ones that do not also run in Mac OS 9).
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System Preferences : Internet & Network, Internet
Internet is where you can enter your .Mac name and password (you can sign up for Apple’s .Mac if you 
do not have an account), plus basic account information and preferences for email and Web. This data 
will be used by all email and Web-browser software that supports this system preference, eliminating the 
need to enter same data multiple times.
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System Preferences : Internet & Network, Network
Network is an essential system preference if you plan on using the Internet or accessing a computer 
beyond your own (even for two Macs connected via an Ethernet cable). This pane is where you enter 
the TCP/IP settings for Ethernet, AirPort, and modems. You can create different settings for each type of 
connection. By choosing Active Network Ports, you can also dtermine which of these ports is enabled 
and the order in which options should be tried (should the first choice fail to work). You can set your 
Mac up so that it tries to connect via Ethernet automatically, and if it fails to find an Ethernet connection, 
it will try to connect via the second option, AirPort for instance. You can also create different settings for 
different locations (such as home and work).
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System Preferences : Internet & Network, Sharing
Sharing is mainly used to turn file sharing on and off. Unless it is on, no one will have any network access 
to your computer. There are several different service that can be used to share your Mac with other 
users on your local network or even the Internet. Personal File Sharing is the legacy service of Mac OS 
X and allows other Mac OS computers to access files in the Public folder of your Home Directory over 
the network. Windows File Sharing does the same for Windows-based computers. Personal Web Sharing 
starts the built-in Apache webserver so that other users can view the website you are hosting in the 
Sites folder of your Home Directory. The Remote Login option allows access to your computer via the 
Terminal appliaction, while FTP Access will enable users to connect to your Mac using the FTP-protocol. 
Remote Apple Events are used by AppleScript over TCP/IP. Printer Sharing allows you to share a directly 
connected printer over your network. 
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System Preferences : System, Classic
Classic is where you select what Mac OS 9 System Folder you want to use for running Classic (if more 
than one is available). You can also start, stop, restart, or force-quit Classic from this pane if problems occur 
or if you no longer want it to be running. 

The Advanced tab provides other usefull troubleshooting options, including teh option to start the Classic 
environnement with extensions off or to access Extensions Manager at startup. You can also rebuild the 
Desktop from thsi tab - a usefull option if Mac OS 9 icons are incorrect or if double-clicking a document 
does not open the expected application.
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System Preferences : System, Date & Time
Date & Time is where you set the current date and time (of course). You can also have the correct time 
maintained via a check with a network clock. Finally, you can enable or disable the clcok that appears in 
the menubar. This feature is separate from the Clock application, which creates a clock that appears in 
the Dock or floats over the Desktop.
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System Preferences : System, Software Update
Software Update checks for new Mac OS X software that Apple makes availbale.You should check it 
at least once a week or set it up to do so automatically. Click Update Now to download and install the 
software.
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System Preferences : System, Startup Disk
Startup Disk is where you select the startup OS and volume. If you have both Mac OS 9 and Mac OS 
X installed on your drive, for example, you would use this tab to tell the Mac which OS to use on the 
next restart. 
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System Preferences : System, Accounts
Accounts is another important system preference. In this pane, you can create users beyond the 
initial account created for yourself when you installed Mac OS X. Each new user is given a name, a 
shortcut name, a password (optionally), and a log-in picture. You also decide whether the user is to have 
adminstrative status and is that user can log in from Windows. Each account has its own folder in the 
Users folder of Mac OS X. For the user who is currently logged in, his or her folder becomes the Home 
Directory for that session.

You can also edit the settings of existing accounts, such as changing a password. if you are an administrator, 
you can even delete an account.
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System Preferences : Other
Third-party software can also use system preferences. If you have installed any non-Apple system 
preferences (like TinkerTool), those settings will appear in the Other pane
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System Preferences : Where are they stored?
The system preferences panes installed by Mac OS X are stored in /System/Library/PreferencePanes. 
You will see files with names such as Classic.prefPane and Displays.prefPane. In the Show Info window, 
these files are listed as Mac OS X Preferences Pane. In most ways, however, they function as ordinary 
applications, with the exception that launching them also launches the system preferences application. 

Third-party system preferences panes will be most likely stored in the Library/PreferencePanes folder in 
you User directory. As a result, installed preferences will be available only for the user in whose account 
the file resides. If you have created more than one user account and want all users to have access to a 
specific preference, you will need to install it in each user’s directory.
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Fonts : Font Locations
Fonts are stored in three main folders in Mac OS X. You will find a folder for fonts in /Library, in /System/
Library and in each user’s Home Directory, which also contains a folder named Library.

Fonts are active when placed in one of those three locations (but not for applications that are already 
active) and the folder fonts itself can contain multiple other folders to help you organize you fonts.

If Mac OS 9 is installed and the System Folder that goes along with it has been defined as the folder 
to use for Classic, then the fonts which are inside that System Folder will also be used by Mac OS X 
applications.

When multiple copies of a font are installed in different Libraries, the system will always use the most 
local one. That means it will first use the one that is in the Home Directory of a user, then the one that 
is in the /Library, the /System/Libray and last in the System Folder of Classic.
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Fonts : Font Types
Mac OS X works with standard TrueType and PostScript fonts, .dfont fonts, Open Type Fonts and .ttf en 
.ttc fonts that come fron Windows.
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Fonts : Font Types, PostScript
PostScript Level 3 is the worldwide printing and imaging standard. The PostScript programming language 
was originally developed by Adobe Systems to communicate complex graphic printing instructions to 
digital printers. It is now built into many laser printers for high-quality rendering of both raster and vector 
graphics. 

An important feature of the PostScript language is that it is device independent. This means that it produces 
good-looking images regardless of the resolution or color rendering method of the output device, and it 
takes full advantage of the capabilities built into the device. The Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) 
is a more structured, compact subset of the PostScript language. Almost anything that can be done in 
PostScript can be done in PDF. 

Type 1 fonts are a specialized form of PostScript program and are the original file format used for type 
display on all PostScript printers. The PostScript language was later extended to provide support for the 
later TrueType and OpenType® font standards. Any new Adobe PostScript language device made today 
supports all three font standards. 
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Fonts : Font Types, TrueType
TrueType is a standard for digital type fonts that was developed by Apple Computer, and subsequently 
licensed to Microsoft Corporation. Each company has made independent extensions to TrueType, which 
is used in both Windows and Macintosh operating systems. Like Type 1, the TrueType format is available 
for development of new fonts. 
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Fonts : Font Types, Open Type Fonts
OpenType is a new standard for digital type fonts, developed jointly by Adobe and Microsoft. OpenType 
supersedes Microsoft’s TrueType Open extensions to the TrueType format. OpenType fonts can contain 
either PostScript or TrueType outlines in a common wrapper. An OpenType font is a single file, which 
can be used on both Macintosh and Windows platforms without conversion. OpenType fonts have 
many advantages over previous font formats because they contain more glyphs, support more languages 
(OpenType uses the Unicode standard for character encoding,) and support rich typographic features 
such as small caps, old style figures, and ligatures — all in a single font. 

Beginning with Adobe InDesign® and Adobe Photoshop® 6.0 , applications have begun to support 
OpenType layout features. OpenType layout allows you to access features such as old style figures or 
true small caps by simply applying formatting to text. In most applications that do not actively support 
such features, OpenType fonts work just like other fonts, although the OpenType layout features are not 
accessible. 

OpenType with PostScript outlines is supported by the latest versions of Adobe Type Manager, and is 
natively supported in Windows 2000. Apple has also announced its intent to support OpenType, and 
supplies Japanese system fonts for Mac OS X in OpenType form with PostScript outlines. 
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Fonts : Font Types, TrueType from Windows
TrueTypes that come from the Windows platform can be used in Mac OS X. These font types can be 
recognized on their .tff or .tcc extension which stands for TrueType Font or TrueType Collection. Support 
for Windows TrueType fonts makes Mac OS X very compatible when you exchange documents.
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NetInfo : What is NetInfo?
NetInfo is the built-in Mac OS X directory system that system and application processes can use to store 
and find administrative information about resources and users. NetInfo refers to the database that stores 
this information as well as the processes by which this information is fed to the system. By default each Mac 
OS X computer runs both client and server processes where the server only serves to the local client. 
You can also bind client computers to servers other than the local server. Information is then accessed in 
a hierarchical scheme where each client computer accesses the union of the information provided by first 
its local NetInfo server and then any higher-level NetInfo servers it is bound to. 

NetInfo is important to be aware of because it is the default way that Mac OS X stores user and some 
network information. When a user is added, the system automatically adds their information to the 
NetInfo database. Traditional tools like adduser do not work as you might expect. You can add users in 
several ways::

• through the Users pane of System Preferences 

• through /Applications/Utilities/NetInfo Manager 

• from the command-line 
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NetInfo: Adding a user using the Command Line
This section shows a simple example of using the command-line NetInfo tool niutil to add a user to the 
system. The example specifies some of the properties that you would normally associate with any user. 
Create a new entry in the local (/) domain under the category /users. 

niutil -create / /users/username 

Create and set the shell property to bash .

niutil -createprop / /users/username shell /bin/bash 

Create and set the user’s full name. 

niutil -createprop / /users/username realname “User Name” 

Create and set the user’s ID. 

niutil -createprop / /users/username uid 503 
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Creates and sets the user’s global ID property. 

niutil -createprop / /users/username gid 1000 

Create and set the username on the local domain as opposed to the network domain or another 
domain. 

niutil -createprop / /users/username home /Local/Users/username 

Make an entry for the password. 

niutil -createprop / /users/username _shadow_passwd 

Now set the password. 

passwd username 

To make that user useful, you might want to add them to the admin group. 

niutil -appendprop / /groups/admin users username 
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NetInfo: Enabling Root Account
By default there is no root user in Mac OS X. This is a deliberate design decision both for security and 
to simplify the user interface. Your applications should not assume that a user needs superuser access to 
the system. For power users and developers, sudo is provided to run privileged applications in the shell. 
Privileged applications can also be run by members of the admin group. By default, the admin group is 
included in the list of sudoers. 

Although it is generally considered unsafe practice to log in as the root user, it is mentioned here since the 
root user is often used to install applications or in some development scenarios. If during development 
you need to enable root for yourself: 
Launch /Applications/Utilities/NetInfo Manager .

Choose Domain > Security >Authenticate. 

As prompted, enter your administrator name and password. 

Now choose Domain > Security > Enable Root User. The first time you do this you need to select a root 
password. 




